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Incompatibility at all, but Is due to an accident in the
development of European letters. We might even go
so far as to say that the European peoples, one and all
—in so far as they are not committed to an extraneous
and artificial aesthetic principle, such as the imitation
of the ancients—that these peoples naturally and
invariably express themselves romantically.
A more significant ground of distinction between
Classic and Romantic—and one of which we have
heard much in recent years—lies in the essential
difference between the mysticisms of the north and
the south, to which I have just alluded. This Is not
so easily brushed aside as a mere accident of develop-
ment ; we come here upon something that affects
more fundamentally the psychology of race than do
mere aesthetic theories. I cannot help thinking that
the most suggestive and furthering contribution to our
problem Is the recent investigation in Germany of
the nature of northern mysticism and its expression
in Gothic art; In particular., 1 would Instance a
stimulating book by the art-historian, Wilhelm Wbr-
ringer, on the " form-problems" of Gothic/ In
earlier days Gothic was regarded as the most charac-
teristic expression of the northern, Romantic mind-
think, for instance, of Goethe's enthusiasm for the
Strassburg minster—it was the absolute antipode of
Classic, Germanism rampant. Now, Worrmger does
not present Gothic to us as an exclusively Germanic
phenomenon, " The Teutons ", he says, " were not
the sole creators of Gothic, The disposition towards
Gothic is to be found wherever Germanic blood
mingles with that of other races; Celts and Latins had
an important share in Its development. But the
presence of the Germanic element is the essential
factor." It seems to me that this is a very significant
conclusion: "Celts and Latins had an Important share
in its development/' In other words, Gothic, which
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